Evidence for phase boundary lipid. Permeability of Tempo-choline into dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine vesicles at the phase transition.
The existence of distinct regions of mismatch in molecular packing at the interfaces of the fluid and ordered domains during the phase transition of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine vesicles has been demonstrated by measuring the temperature dependence of the permeability to a spin-label cation and comparing this with a statistical mechanical calculation of the fraction of interfacial lipid. The kinetics of uptake and release of the 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyl-1-oxycholine (Tempo-choline) spin label by single-bilayer dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine vesicles were measured using electron spin resonance spectroscopy to quantitate the amount of spin label present within the vesicles after removal of the external spin-label by ascorbate at 0 degrees C. Both the uptake and release experiments show that the Tempo-choline permeability peaks to a sharp maximum at the lipid-phase transition, the vesicles being almost impermeable to Tempo-choline below the transition and having a much reduced permeability above. The temperature profile of the permeability is in reasonable quantitative agreement with calculations of the fraction of interfacial boundary lipid from the Zimm and Bragg theory of cooperative transitions, which use independent spin-label measurements of the degree of transition to determine the cooperativity parameter. The relatively high intrinsic permeability of the interfacial regions (P approximately 0.2-1.0 X 10(-8) cm/s) is attributed to the mismatch in molecular packing of the lipid molecules at the ordered-fluid boundaries, which could have important implications not only for permeability in natural membranes (e.g., in transmitter release), but also for the function of membrane-bound enzymes and transport proteins.